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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES 
1987-88 
Volume 12 
. 182 
faculty senate 
January 29, 1988 
TO: Members of the Faculty Senate 
FROM: Anne J. 
SUBJECT: February Meeting 
Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, February 9, 1988 at 3:30 p.m. in the Kiva . 
The agenda will include the following items: 
(pp. 1-3) 
(pp. 4-5) 
(pp. 6-7) 
(pp. 8-9) 
(pp. 10-16) 
(pp. 17-18) 
1. Summarized Minutes of December 8, 1987 
2. Memorial Minute for Professor Glenn Peake 
Professor Philip Eaton 
3. Memorial Minute for Lecturer John Sommers --
Professor Harry Nadler 
4. Senate President's Report Professor Jack Omdahl 
5. Announcements from the Floor 
6. Candidates for Degrees, Semester I 1987-88 --
Representatives from Schools and Colleges 
7. Resolution re Implementation of Fractionated Grading --
Professor Richard Harris 
8. Report from the Office of Business and Finance --
Vice President David Mc Kinney 
9. Resolution re Graduate Student Representation on Committees 
-- Professor Seymour Alpert 
10. Item from the curricula Committee -- Professor David ull 
a. Name Changes in The College of Education 
1. Department of Health, Physical Education, and 
Recreation 
2. Merger of Departments of Counselor Education and 
Family Studies 
11. Resolution re General Libraries -- Professor James Ponzetti 
12. Committee Replacements -- Professor Garrett Flickinger 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
February 9, 1988 
(Summarized Minutes) 
The February 9, 1988 meeting of the UNM Faculty Senate was called to order by 
President Jack Omdahl at 3:30 p.m. in the Riva. 
Senators Present: Seymour Alpert (A&S), Alonzo Atencio (Med), Andrew Burgess 
(A&S), Carl Cords (Med), Stephen Dent (Arch & Plng), Garrett Flickinger 
(Law), Greg Franchini (Med), Douglas George (Fine Arts), Shyam Gurbaxani 
(Engr), Mary Ellen Hanson (Lib), Mary Harris (Educ), Richard Harri 
(A&S), William Hladik (Pharm), George Hozier (Mgt), Kenneth Junglin 
(Engr), Walter Kyner (A&S), Lawrence Lynch (A&S), Wayne Me (Educ ) , Jack 
Omdahl (Med), George Peters, (A&S), Linda Saland (Med), Sandra Schwanberg 
(Nursing), Jerome Shea (U.Col), Jane Slaughter (A&S), Priscilla Smith 
(Gallup), Leonard Stitelman (Public Ad), Richard Van Dongen (Educ) and 
Donald Vichick (Med). 
Absent: Cecilia Fenoglio-Preiser (Med), George Huaco, (A&S), Clara Miera 
(Dental Pgrm), William Orrison (Med) and Melvin Yazawa (A&S). 
Minutes of December 8, 1987. The minutes of December 8, 1987 were approved as 
distributed. 
Memorial Minutes. Professors Phillip Eaton and Harry Nadler rad Memoria 
Minutes for Professor Glenn Peake and Lecturer John Sommers resp ctively. The 
Senate adopted the minutes by rising vote and Secretary Anne Brown was asked 
to send copies to the next of kin. 
Senate President's Report. President Jack Omdahl said that the Senate 
Operations Committee is finalizing its study of the policy on administrative 
reviews and will bring the document to the Senate for approval of the 
amendments at the March meeting. Also, Sidney Rosenblum has resigned from the 
committee to review Dean David Colton and Jean Civikly will be appointed as 
his replacement. 
The five Senate initiatives committees have been formed and 
recommendations from these committees will be brought to the Senate in ay. 
The Senate Operations committee wrote a letter to Mr . Ken Johns, President 
of.the UNM Board of Regents, expressing concern about the compensatio~ package 
whic~ the Regents gave to President May in December 1987: The Ope:ations 
Committee also met with Regent Siegfried Hecker to explain th~ rationale for 
the sentiments expressed in the letter and the problems exper1enc d by faculty 
at this institution in such matters as no travel money, no funds for 
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duplicating materials, and the lack of funds for equipment maint nance. 
Regent Hecker stated that the number one priority for the Regents is facul y 
and staff compensation. 
Regarding the current legislative session, President Omdahl said that it 
is anticipated that the compensation package will be approved at a 3% 
increase. There is a chance that there will be a full return to the 
University of use of the Land and Permanent Fund. Capital funds for classroom 
renovation will probably be approved and the Centers of Technical Excellence 
will probably be funded in the amount of $1.5 million. 
To conclude his report, President Omdahl introduced Cheryl Matherly, 
President Pro Tern of the ASUNM Senate, and asked her to report on the 
activities of the ASUNM. Ms. Matherly, said that ASUNM had appoint d a new 
lobbyist who is now in Santa Fe. The Finance Committee will soon be 
allocating funds for the various ASUNM activities and the job is extremely 
difficult this year because requests for funding total about $150,000 mor 
than monies available for allocation. The Student Fee Advisory Board hops to 
have recommendations ready by the end of this month. Projects initi ted by 
ASUNM are (1) to extend hours of operations for the library during inals 
week, (2) to install emergency telephones at strategic locations throughou 
campus, (3) to have a course evaluation book distributed, and (4) ob 
involved in the Students Against Multiple Sclerosis program. Ms. Math r y 
appealed to the Senators not to pass the resolution concerning th 
implementation of fractionated grading because she said the stud nts 
they are being penalized and caught in the middle of a controversy b 
administration and the Senate. She reminded Senators that last year 
students stated they would be willing to accept a tuition increas a lon s 
there was a corresponding faculty salary increase. 
Announcements from the Floor . Senator Jane Slaughter said that faculty hav 
expressed concern regarding administrators' salaries and how salary increases 
are determined. She distributed to each Senator a document listing salaries 
of certain administrators with percentage increase for the current year. Sh 
asked the Senate Operations committee to write to President May to se k 
answers to the following: 
1. Is there a merit increase plan for administrators? If so, what re 
its criteria and procedures for application? 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Given market factors, new faculty are often hired at salaries commen-
surately higher than those of individuals already :mployed, but . 
limited resources have not allowed for internal adJustments. If this 
is also a problem among administrators, how has it been resolved? 
We are all familiar with the fact that faculty salaries at UNM are 
comparatively lower than national averages and those of our peer 
institutions. How do our administrative salaries compare to those 
of similar offices both regionally and nationally? 
offices been created (eg. Director of h 
If so, what resources hav b en us d Have new administrative Evening and week-end Division)? 
to fund such positions? 
-2-
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Senator Slaughter explained that too often faculty op rate on th basis of 
rumor and inadequate information and it would be better if it were known what 
kinds of decisions have been made regarding salaries of admin'strators. 
President Omdahl said that the Operations Committee will seek answe rs t o t he 
questions. 
Senator Seymour Alpert said that one of his constitutients in the Coll ge 
of Arts and Sciences, Professor Ulrich Holstein, sent him a copy of a letter 
which Holstein had written President Omdahl. The letter question d why Omdah l 
did not speak for the majority of faculty who oppose the increas to President 
May's salary. President Omdahl stated that the letter was based upon 
erroneous statements printed in the Lobo and it is his policy not to answ r 
such letters. At the December Senate meeting he gave a factual information 
report to the Senate concerning the raise. He made no jud m nt on th 
matter. However, following the Regents lction, the Senate Oper tions 
Committee sent a letter to Regent President Ken Johns expressing their cone rn 
about the immediate and future implications of the Regents' decision r egardinq 
the new compensation package for President May. Presid nt Omdahl rad the 
letter to the Senate. Briefly, the letter states that whi e the Op ra ions 
Committee cannot speak for the entire faculty, they believe that vi ws 
expressed are shared by a large number of the faculty. The idea that 
faculty/staff raises are administered through a "trickle down" mE> hanism is 
distasteful to many members of the University community. Th lett r explain d 
that the President's compensation package ($22,000) plus oth r nefit) is 
more than some faculty and most staff earn in a year, and that it is 
understandable that faculty view with some dismay the disproportion t 
increase in the administrative budget in view of the fact that th n t 
faculty/staff compensation over the past ten years has been lower than 
inflationary increments. The Operations Committee stated that they would 
interested in knowing how the Regents plan to implement the stated oal of 
raising faculty compensation to equal that at peer institutions and aske what 
they should say to faculty and staff who are depressed, disco r <l, nd 
contemplating leaving the University of New Mexico. 
Candidates for Degrees , semester r 1987-88 . Upon recommendation by the 
faculties of the various schools and colleges and the Office of Graduate 
Studies , and with certain additions noted , the Senate approved the candidat s 
for degrees, Semester I 1987-88 . The list will be forwarded to the Regents 
for ratification. 
~esolution re Implementation of Fractionated Grading . President Omdahl s id 
that he had just learned from President May that the Human Resources System is 
expected to be in operation by fall 1988 and it is anticipated that 
fractionated grading will be on line at that time. 
Senator Richard Harris said that if the fractionated gradin is on line by 
Fall 1988 the resolution presented today would have no effect . Th res lution 
was presented to the Senate in December~ however , action was not taken so that 
Senators could present the idea to their collegues . Harris said th tit s 
not his intention to punish students and he feels that th reso ution is not 
- 3-
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aimed at student but rather is directed to the administration to uphold th 
Faculty Constitution. He also said that the resolution presented int 
agenda today is a slightly amended version of the one presented in D cemb r . 
He moved that the Senate approve the resolution as follows: 
No degree presented for approval during fall semester ' 89 or ther after 
will be approved by the UNM faculty Senate unless all grade points for 
courses completed fall semester '89 or thereafter have been assigned in 
accordance with, and subsequent GPA calcuations based upon, the <. 
fractionated grading system established by Faculty Senate vot in May f 
1986. 
If by that time UNM's central administration is still unable to provide 
GPA's that comply with Senate-established grading policies, UNM ' s Faculty 
Senate stands ready to assist colleges in setting up procedures for 
computing valid GPA's. 
The motion was seconded. However, before discussion it was rnov d that th 
resolution be tabled until the April meeting and at that time a progress 
report be given to the Senate concerning the implementation of fractionated 
grading. The motion to table carried. 
Report from the Office of Business and Finance. David Mc Kinney, Vice 
President for Business and Finance, gave a brief synopsis of his persona 
background and the positions he has held prior to his comin to UM . 
Mc Kinney stated that while he understands the problems facing the University 
today, he sees tremendous potential for the institution. Since Septemb r 1 , 
1987 when he came to UNM, he has been studying the environment in which h 
will work. He said that the University has some "catching up" to do in th 
area of business and finance, but he sees the challenge as an opportunity to 
do some creative and innovative things. He found a positive reception in the 
Legislature, although the State does not have the resources to give th 
University what it needs. Mc Kinney is not naive about the prob! ms which 
must be addressed but he is optimistic about the future. 
Vice President Mc Kinney explained that he is instituting an open 
budgeting process. He has asked for input from colleges and departments 
across campus concerning needs. These needs will be considered when t he total 
budget is formulated. He stressed that the decisions about resource 
allocations will not be made by the vice President for Business and Financ 
even though he will be a part of the process. 
~solution re Graduate student Representation on Committees. Upon 
recommendation by Senator Seymour Alpert for the Graduate Student Association, 
the Senate approved the following resolution: 
WHEREAS The Regents p0licy Manual states that "Broad ave~ue~ of 
communication are essential to the orderly functionin of 
University . Advice from all segments ~f t~e stud nt.~dy 
be sought and considered in the determination of policies 
procedures affecting students, and 
-4-
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WHEREAS 
WHEREAS 
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President Gerald May in calling upon UNM to review its basic, 
fundamental tenets stated that students should be and are our t op 
priority. "Every decision that affects the University must 
factor in our students;" and 
Graduate Students make substantial contributions to the teach ing, 
research and public service missions of their respective 
departments and the University at large, and upon complet ing 
advanced degrees at UNM go on to become academicians, 
administrators, practicing professionals and other r sponsible 
community leaders; 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED 
that the UNM Faculty Senate urge administra t ors and di r ctors of 
UNM to ensure that there is graduate student representat ion an 
participation on all committees affecting graduate student's 
welfare; and 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED 
that the UNM Faculty Senate urge department chairpersons and 
other faculty members to permit graduate students to atte nd 
faculty meetings and promote graduate student participation on 
all appropriate department committees. 
Item from the Curricula Committee. Upon re ornmendation by Professor David 
Null, Chair of the Curricula Committee, the Senate approved (1) change i the 
name of the Department of Health,Physical Education and Recreation to / 
Department of Health Promotion, Physical Education, and Leisure Programs; and 
(2) merger of the Departments of Family Studies and Counselor Education to the 
Department of Counseling and Family Studies. 
Resolution re UNM Libraries . upon recommendation by Professor James Ponzetti, 
Chair of the Library committee, the Senate approved the following resolution: 
We the faculty of the university of New Mexico , strongly recommend t hat 
the University administration actively seek sufficient funding to insure 
the maintenance and expansion of instructional and research resources for 
the libraries of the University of New Mexico . 
Senator Jane Slaughter said that for the record the Senate has not passed 
a resolution supporting compensation for faculty as a priority and the action 
7°day could be interpreted that the Senate believes th: libraries are more 
impcrtant than faculty compensation . She stated that 1t sh~uld be made clear 
that support for the libraries is an issue but not necessarily the number one 
Priority for the Senate . 
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committee Replacements. Upon recommendation by Senator Garrett Flicking r for 
the Operations Committee, the Senate approved the following committee 
replacements: Toby Simon (Pathology/Medicine) for Garrett Flickinger (L w) on 
the Community Education Committee; Jim Dawson (Gallup) for Charles Current 
(Gallup) on the Library Committee; John Clark (Music) for Theodore Jojo1 
(Architecture), Kenneth Marler (Anesthesiology) for Jose Garcia (Radiology), 
and Maurice Wildin (Mechanical Engineering) for Jerry Williams (G ography) on 
the Long Range Planning Committee; and Prry Horn (Pharmacy) for Susan nees 
(Library) on the Athletic Council. 
The meeting adjourned at 5:20 p.m . 
Respectfully submitted , 
Anne J . Brown , 
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SU":SJ:E<J'f: Resolution re Implementation of Fr actionated Grading 
REQU:ES'fED A<J'fION: Approve Resolution 
BACKGROUND INFORMA'fION: On December 8, 1987 , the Faculty 
Senate discussed the proposed resolution and it was agreed that Senators 
would seek further input from their constituencies and t hen the resolution 
would be again presented to the Senate at its February 1988 meeting 
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To: S8nate Ope'ations Committee 
F t·om : Di ck Haxt·i s, f-·syd,ol ogy 
I request that thP following resolution (-mended 
slightly based on feedbac.k at ar,d ·:;Jb·:;eq1JS?nt. t.c• ou1·· la·:;t. 
meeting) be di~cussed Bnd then voted on at the next F culty 
Senat,:: meeting: 
No degree presented for approval during 
fall semester /89 or thereafter will be ap-
proved by the UNM Faculty Senate unlesz all 
grade points for courses completed fall 
semester /89 or thereafter have been assiqncd 
in a•::.•::ot·dan•::.e 1.,. i th, and subs,::quen I.. Gt='A ,::. i ,::. J--
1 a ti ons based upon, the ft·ac.tionated grading 
system established by Faculty Senate vote in 
Mc: y of 19::::!'::1. 
If by that time UNM~s central adminis-
tration is still u~able to provide GPAs thdt 
comply with Senate-established grading poli-
•::.i es, UNM·' s Faculty ::;;enate ·:; ta.nds t·,:a jy ti:, 
-ssist colleges in setting up procedures for 
computing valid GPAs. 
As pointed out at our last meeting, Senate has full 
responsi bi 1 i ty for appt·oval of jegt·1:::s, and 1.t.1e thus need n•:i l. 
continue to certify the results of the admini ztr-tion'~ use 
of a gnide-point. systt!:!m tnat 1.,.1e no longer· r_,::.ogni.:::::. Th"s 
resolution qives the adn,inistration anothe·t· year and a ha] f 
ti:, figut"E! - o,.JI. h,:i1.1.1 to fit. in an,:il..her spa,::.e in gr·adi:.! re:,01··ts 
and another· couple of decimals in the input to GPA comi••Jt~-
tions. If they wish to continue to g8nerat~ reports ba~~d 
on an invalid system aftet· that, thc't···s theit· pn::t·ogative. 
If they do, ho•.•J@V•:!t·, th:ise r·epo,--t.s 1.1.dll b•:! it·r·elevant. t.,:, t 11:. 
a1.1>at·ding erf deqre:es at UNM. 
It's time-to end our series of expression~ of dism~y 
and our pleas that the administration consider implem~nttng 
Senate-established ,:p·adinq pol.id.es, and set a definite 
,ji:.ajl· b - 1- - 1 11 t t' 11 11·ra.v· 
-
1 1 ne a,::.ked up by t.118 ,:,n y .-8•= n .1. •= ' i::. 
-5-
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SUBJECT: Resolution re Graduate Student Representation on Committee 
REQUESTED ACTION: Approve Resolution 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The Graduate Student Council , con-
cerned about lack of graduate student representation on committees which af-
fect their welfare, passed a resolution calling for more graduate student 
representation. The Senate is asked to pass a similar resolution . 
-6-
WHEREAS 
WHEREAS 
WHEREAS 
GRADUATE STUDENT REPRESENTATION 
The Regents Policy Manual states that "Broad avenues of 
communication are essential to the orderly functioning of 
the University. Advice from all segments of the student 
body should be sought and considered in the determination 
of policies and procedures affecting students, and 
1.92 
President Gerald May in calling upon UNM to review its basic, 
fundamental tenets stated that students should be and are 
our top priority . "Every decision that affects the Univer-
sity must factor in our students;" and 
Graduate Students make substantial contributions to the 
teaching, research and public service missions of their 
respective departments and the University at large, and 
upon completing advanced degrees at UNM go on to become 
academicians, administrators, practicing professionals and 
other responsible community leaders ; 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED 
that the UNM Faculty Senate urge administrators and direc-
tors of UNM to ensure that there is graduate student rep-
resentation and participation on all committees affecting 
graduate student's welfare; and 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED 
that The UNM Faculty Senate urge department chairpersons 
and other faculty members to permit graduate students to 
attend faculty meetings and promote graduate student par-
ticipation on all appropriate department committees . 
- 7-
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SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in the College of Education 
REQUESTED ACTION: Approve change of name for the Department of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation and approve merger of Departments 
of Counselor Education and Family Studies to the Department of Counseling 
and Family Studies 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: See Attached Memo 
-UNM Thell. 
University of New Mexico 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
Telephone: (505) 277-2231 
October 28, 1987 
TO : Jack Omdahl, President, UNM Faculty Senate 
SUBJECT: 
David Colton, Dean, College of Educatio~ 
Organizational Changes in the College of Education 
On behalf of the faculty of the College of Education I request Faculty Senate 
approval of two organizational changes. Both changes reflect modifications 
in the College's activities, and are consistent with its long-range plan. 
1. Department Name Change 
The Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (HPER) voted in 
April 1986 to change its name to Health Promotion, Physical Education, and 
Leisure Programs. On September 23, 1986, the faculty of the College of 
Education approved this change . (I have delayed forwarding the 
recommendation because of the Strategic Planning Committee's contradictory 
recommendations concerning the organizational status of the Leisure Services 
Prog~am; however, the matter now appears to have been resolved, with Leisure 
Services to remain under the jurisdiction of Academic Affairs.) I fully 
concur with the recommendation of the Department and College. The proposed 
n81'.1e more accurately describes the Department's function than does the 
existing name. I urge ratification by the Senate. 
2. Department Merger and Name Change 
'I'wo of the College of Education 's smaller Departments -- Counselor F,ducation 
and Family Studies (formerly Horne Economics) -- have voted to merge · The 
vote by the Department members, held in August, was unanimous. It followed a 
Year-long discussion of merger. Several programmatic advantages and 
o~portuni ties are associated Hi th the merger. I should add that the merger 
1
~
11~ provide useful benefits for the work of the interdisciplinary Child and 
:amily Institute, approved last year by the Faculty Senate . . The P:oposal for 
:rger was ratified by the faculty of the College of Educatio~ at its August 
2
~ meeting . In addition the faculty members of the merged Department, and 
:~bsequently the faculty 1 of the College, approved the name pr~i:><;>sed.for the 
rged Department: Counseling and Family Stt.rlies. I urge ratification by the 
enate. 
---Please contact me in the event that you have questions about these items. 
cc : Virginia Shipman 
John Gustafson 
Polly Turner 
F · Chris Garcia 
Anne Brown 
:194 
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SUBJECT: Resolution Concerning Genera l Library 
REQUESTED ACTION: The Faculty is a sked to consider the attached 
r esolution concerning suppor t f or the General Library 
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BACKG ROUND INF ORMATION: The UNM Strategic Planning Committee 
r eported in February, 1987 that "it is clear that without major improvements 
in the General Library and its collection, no substantive advances in either 
academic or research programs within the University will be effected for ei-
ther the short or long t erm and, furthermore, that prolonging attention to 
pr oblems already of cris is proportions in the General Library will have 
i rreversibly deleterious effects on the academic core of the University." 
The Faculty Senate Library Committee, ASUNM, and GSA have all reviewed the 
situation and are similarly concerned. The data speaks for itself: The 
General Libraries will no t be able to maintain even current collections 
without additional support. This issue is of paramount importance to the 
fa culty and students. 
I 
~ 
a"l 
""'4 
Proposed resolution for consideration 
by the Faculty Senate 
WE, the faculty of the University of New Mexico, 
strongly recommend that the University administration 
actively seek sufficient funding to insure the maintenance 
and expansion of instructional and research resources 
UNM 
for the -Genera cr Libraries of /\lbt1qu~~ 
-L-0 s Alarn-e-s--a-n-Ei--Gat-1-u p ca-ffi13t.J s es . ~ 
/, 
J 
FACULTY 5~NA~ 
LIB~R"-. 
. 
COIV\Ml1TEE 
REPORT 
J.t\-N VARY 13, 1~88 
(tf<.APH-IC~ ~ ~?\6\}J 
t3V ?1\-l-L.-j KABA,~ 
I UJJDA; t--1~,Y 
+=ACVL---rY '5~tJA-n; 
u~t<-AR-f COMM 1if1=;~: 
JA~~ rt>fJu:lTi (FAr-'\-.11f\/V1~), CJ~~IJl 
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~MtJIA; A£.Gt\J~\...~ (N.,v!JM) 
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R\/114 AZAtJt:L.1/J (f.JUCl.'71JJ6f) 
MArz...y ~~~ ~AN?ot-J CG<~t.J. ue,.) 
aorz..votJ µ,oo~ (.?-5ycHo 1-{)e:ty) 
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J.+N I c E: ~ 1t vsr.z:.. C .:PP6f;Ctt coi,, ~ 
e;vw'.lriiW ?l·HR.~ey Cwv.J.11. P17.) 
) 
I 
~ 
~ 
l 
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11 The Committee of Chairs of the UNM Strate9ic Planning Committee has identified the fiscal 
oliaht of the General Library to be the hiqhest priority program for immediate attention 
based on all recommendations contained within the Strategic Planning Report. At the 
oresent time, it is clear that without major improvements in the General Library and its 
collection, no substantive advances in either academic or research programs within the 
University will be effected for either the short or lona term and, furthermore, that 
nrolonaina attention to nroblems already of crisis proportions in the General Library 
wi 11 have irreversibly deleterious effects on the academic core of the University. 11 
11 The state of New Mexico has chosen to focus its economic development efforts in the 
area of high technology. Higher education is an essential part of the state's development 
program. In order to provide the library materials to support research . in rapidly 
developing fields of science and technology, without undercutting support for the 
equally important disciplines in the Social Sciences and Humanities, the Library needs 
an expanding budget, particularly in the area of journals. 
Reallocation of existing funds to science and technology would have a devastating effect 
on the other disciplines. To buy just one new science journal subscription, the Library 
would have to cancel five social science journals, on the average, due to the great 
disparity in price. Such a course of action would be damaging to the University as a whole. 
The Library's journal collection barely covers the core literature in many disciplines now. 
Not only is a strong liberal arts and sciences collection necessary to support quality 
research and teachin~. but it is also a factor in the state's competitive position within 
the reaion. Adequacy of local library resources is a factor high school counselors 
advise students to examine when selecting a colle~e. It is used by industry consultants 
in determinina the location of new plants. New Mexico cannot afford to lose ground 
in these areas. 11 
.::S1ATI:=MSNT~ 
lJNM 5-rM~GtlC 
f'L.k"1NIN9' CD'-"M (~~ 
F=t;BR\JAR../ 1961 
lANM qENGRAL- UP.llA-R.'j 
V~CE~~g_ \1B7 
-- ---· I 
11 Associated Students of the University of New Mexico in collaboration with the 
As soc iated Students of New Mexico endorse 'increased funding for libraries at higher 
educati on institutions as it will benefit New Mexico by providing quality facilities, 
current re sea rch materials and adequate staffing.' 11 
11 The Graduate Student Association supports the recommendation of UNM's Strategic Planning 
Report and stronqly ur~es President May to increase the base funding of the general 
library approximately one-third annually to approach annual expenditures roughly 
commensurate to reqional universities." 
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fiENERAL LIBRARY BUDGET 
1983/ ~4 19R4/R5 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 >1- 1988/89 ** 1989/90 H 
Total Budge t 
1 
l ,555,1)00 1,654 ,625 1,689,856 1,605,406 1,918,406 1,777,825 1,839,238 
790,000 R57 ,000 889,500 942,000 1,206,176 1,069,565 1,133,739 Journal s 
Bo ks 589,5 621 ,625 632, 000 528,406 513,230 497,320 481,903 
¥H Services 175 ,500 176 ,000 168,356 135,000 199,000 210,940 223,596 
*Fi gures for 1987/ 88 include one-t ime ASU M gi ft of $200,000. 
**Proj ected annual library budget calculated on an annual increase of 3.4% (average% increase 
from 1983/84 to 1987/88) and does not include the $200,000 ASUNM gift. 
***Servi ces budget includes memberships in OCLC/Amigos, ARL, etc. 
GP.APH 1: UAL JOUR AL SUBSCRIPTIONS and BOOK TITLE RECEIVED with PROJECTIONS 
Figures for f i sca years 983/ 84 - 1986/ 87 Journal Subscript ions and Book Titles received are from 
Acq uisit ions Depar ent S a i stics, UM General library. . 
Projections for f isca years 1987/88 - 1989/ 90 based on budget figures above divided by 1986/87 average 
cost/ subscrip ion or t ·t e pa ·d by colleges and univers i ties (Journals: per The Faxon Company; Books: 
per Choice ~a 1az · e , ~~rch 987) plus inflation (Journa s: per The Faxon Company; Books: per Blackwell 
North Amer ica pprova Pro a Coverage and Cost Study 1986/ 87). 
Cost/Sub. Cost/Sub. 
Infl ati on or Title Inflation or Title 
1986/87 
Jo rna s 13.4% $104.69 Journals 30% $164.00 
1988/89 
Book s 7. 7% $33. 40 Books 7. 7% $39.00 
1987 /BR Journal s 
20.5qt $126.00 Journals 30% $210.00 
1989/90 
Books 7.7% $36.00 Books 7. 7% $42.00 
·--
GRAPH 2: NO MORE BOOKS! 
I 
I 
I 
,;~je~~ions based on conser vative estimates of average cost/journal paid by colleges and universities 
fi r e Faxon Subscript ion Services Company} and on actual and projected UNM General Library budget 
gures (see above}, in order to maintain the same number of journal subscriptions purchased in 1986/87. 
-
d of Tlt les AvQ. Cost/Title Book Services * Jou ma 1 
...... Journa 1 s Books Journals Books Costs Costs*~ Costs 1986/87 10,700 24, 740 88.00** 21.00** 528,406 135,000 942,000 
1987 /88 10,700 10,311 126.00 36.00 371,206 199,000 1,348,200 
1988/89 10,700 - 23,025 1,754,800 0 164.00 -- 0 
1989/90 8,758 0 210.00 -- 0 0 1,839,238 
-
... :see statistics for Graph 1. 
***;ctu~l Averaqe Cost/Tit l e accordinq to Ac uisitions Department Statistics. 
::::::::,..__:_erv1ces costs include memberships in OCLC/Ami9os, ARL, etc. 
Arnt. Borrowed from 
Books Services 
0 0 
142,024 0 
497,320 187,915 
481. 903 223,596 
GRAPH 3: JOUR Al SUBSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE VS. JOURNAL SUBSCRIPTIONS PURCHASED 
Journa 1 b . . 25th E .s~ scr1pt1ons available based on figures from l'lrich's Periodicals Directory 22nd, 23rd, 24th and d1t1ons. 
Jcurna 1 . . b 198J/84 subscr1pt1ons purchased based on figures from Acquisitions Department Statistics, UNM General Li rary 
- 1986/87. 
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SUBJECT: Committee Replacements 
REQUESTED ACTION: Approve Replacements on Faculty Senate Committee 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Certain faculty members have resigned 
from Senate Committees and replacements are needed to complete the unexpired 
terms. 
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II THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
DATE: January 27 , 1988 
To: Facult y Senate 
FRoM: Oper ations Commit tee 
&iBJECT: Committee Replacements 
The following are submitted for Senate approval: 
COMMUNITY EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
Toby Simon , Pathology/Med, 1988 
LIBRARY 
Jim Dawson , Gallup Branch, 1989 
LONG RANGE PLANNING 
John Clark, Music, 1988 
Kenn7th Marler, Anesthesiology, 1988 
Maurice Wildin, Mee hanical Engr, 1988 
for Garrett Flickinger , Law 
for Charles Curr ent, Gallup 
fo r Theodore Joj ola , Comm . & Regnl . Plng . 
for Jose Garcia , Radiology 
for Jerry Williams , Geography 
20 
Questions Concerning Administrators • Salaries 
Off l..:e (r > SalaY-y 1, % 
1986-87 1987-98 I ncr-ec.1se Ir;cre;.1:e 
Vi ce-Preai dent 74.850 B 1 . 500 6650 8. 9'l. 
Ge1rc, a 
Vic -Pres.i.dent 69.300 7'5. (_1(1() 5700 8. :''l. 
Jen s 
Vi ce-Presi dent 62~ 01 1) 63~565 1 "'"c:- r:' '-1.J-' 
,.., c- .. , 
..... . ..J •• 
s 
Oe.ir. 
De-an 
Dean 
0~ 
l • 
... 
.. . 
t,.. 
n 
nc:haz 
CoLlton 67 , (100 68,675 1675 r ~ c-• -· _,,. 
vJ~aver 44.982 46.107 11:~ • ,JY. 
Anselev1cius 55.500 56.88':? 1389 " ..:• r ,. 
F,~dosev i ch o6.5n(l 7~~ r)(lO 8500 ; ~. BY. 
Giv"m C1.tr-rent co,,cerns reg~r d HHJ s.;l.;:ries and the ""bov 1r,foir r., a -
t1on, Ls/~ uould app,-eciate ans,-ier,s to the follm'tling: 
:~there~ merit 1ncraas a plan for adm1nistr~tors~ If ~0 . wh a ~ 
ure 1 ts cr1ter1a i\'1d µroce>dL1res or 2.ppl l CGtion" 
G1ven lilt?.:--l ·et f.1,:-. t.o,-s , new f2!:ul v ar-.:? oft.t?n hired c:1t 4=Ede1rie- s, 
commest.,r.?t -21 y h gh~r than tnos~ of 1.ndt v i dual s al ra.;.cl \' e p l n;~d 
bu• li,Tilted r E?EOltrces have nc,t ll,,wed fo"" ir,ternal ~,<;. ~.s '"m~r. t : . 
~i t. i~ 1s a : so ?. problen among ~c-1rr11 n isb~2.t0r:;, h ·:>w h as 1.~. t-1eer. 
rE. sol ve :t'"'> 
W~ c:1rc .. c1.1.1 fa:nil i ;ir "nth the fact that f:iCl.1ltv siuar·1e,_ ar u-:r1 
re comparat1·n,dy lower '"'han riati~nal twer-clgS? ,; ,,nd t h1.."" Sc? c, f c, r 
Pner inst1tut1on~. How do our- admin1etrat1ve s2l~r1es c ~mp~re 
tc thos? of sim1lo.r oi f 1ces beth regional ly anct n.:;, 10:-1 I,~ l y· ':' 
\ hlv A 
+f- nP.w adm1n1strntive offices nave bE~n c r eated (eg. 0.rectar of 
he Evening and Week-en d 01v1sio'i57~ reso urces h,,ve been used 
.._ r)f d ' ,._ 
- un such posit i one--> < ~
-:C-r ~/ 
TO: 
FROM: 
MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY ~UTE 
JANE SLAUGHTER~ SENATO't/ 
11 Februarv 1988 
SUBJECT: QUESTIONS REGARDING ADMINISTRATORS' SALARIES/ 
CLARIFICATION AND CORRECTION 
Faculty members frequently raise questions regarding the 
salaries of administrators, the e x tent of increases and the 
criteria for these . It therefore seemed appropriate to r e quest 
specific information on these matters at the February 9 meeting 
of the Faculty Senate . Since a major purpos e of this e x e rci s e i s 
to provide accu rate information, the following s hould be noted : 
( 1 ) In e valuatinq respective administrators' salaries we must 
distinguish clearl; among (a ) across the board ~nd merit raises; 
Cb ) differentials resulting from mar ket factors, and Cc ) increa-
ses r esultinq from individuals assuming new posit i o ns. Th e 
latter point is particularly rel e vant for the salary lev el s of 
Vice Presidents Garcia and . Jones, and De an Rados evich. Sp e cifi -
cally, 
(2) The base 1986-87 recorded figure for Vice President Garcia 
did not reflect a move from the office of Dean to that of Vice 
President. Thus the salary information for this Vice Presid e nc y 
should be amended as follo~s : 
Salar y at Appoint-
J :i.n. 1987 
$ 80~ O<X> 
1987-88 
$81,500 
$ 
Increase 
$1,500 
I n c r ease 
~BBOTT,STEVEN MARK 
~BRAMS,CHRISTA ROBB 
LFORD,MARK KENRIC 
~
LSAUD,~AISAL MOHAMMED 
ANTHONY,YOLANDA SUE 
APODACA,VINCENT GILBERT 
ARAGON,CYNTHIA ANN 
ARGUELLES,PATRICK GERARD 
AUTH,PHILLIP FRANK 
BACA,CHR!STOPHER LEE 
BACA,DANNY RAY 
BARRY,NORA I. 
BEDNORZ,GARY KENNETH 
BICr.HAM,STEVEN CRAIG 
81SrlCP,RICHARD FRANKLIN 
80NIN:,ELISABETTA 
BR~ ?i,PATRICIA ANN FRASIER 
8Ri~3E5,JAMES MICHAEL 
BRO,iSHIRE,SUSAN D. 
BRl!' ~ER, 1ARIL YN BJERS 
BUDZ:NSK~,TERRY MICHAEL 
BUHR,BERNADETTE MARIE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF HEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
, 
C 
BJ 
~ 
s 
5 
I 
I 
9 
2 
5 
Si 
103-30-2073 
719-03-9059 
525-29-1555 
EGREES, FALL 1987 
ND SCIENCES 
MAJOR 
ECONOMICS 
MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
ECONOMICS MANAGEMENT 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE SPANISH 
ECONOMICS MANAGEMENT 
COMMUN DISORDERS PSYCHOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY BIOLOGY 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SOCIOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ENGL & PHIL 
ECONOMICS 
EUROPEAN STUDIES 
MANAGEMENT 
ENGLISH LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
ECONOMICS 
HISTORY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POL SC & SPAN 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
ENGLISH 
REL ST & PSYCH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLGY 
BIOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HUMAN SERVICES 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
PAGE l. 
~ 
~ 
01/28/88 
BUHSE,LISA MARIE 
BURKSTALLER,LISA BLAIR 
CADELARIA,MARIA EVETTE 
CASTLEBERRY,JOHN CHARLES 
CAVALIER,DENNIS JAMES 
CESCHIN,JAMES PETER 
CHANG,NINA NING 
CHAVEZ,CARMEN M 
COLOCHO,MARGARET ELOISE 
CONNERY,PAUL JAMES 
CORRAO-MOYA,SONYA 
CRUICKSHANK,DUNCAN REDFOR 
CULLER,DAVID A. JR. 
DAVIS,RONDA SUE 
DAVIS,SHERYL JO 
DRUMHELLER,MELINDA DYANNE Q 
ESPEY,JENNIFER LYN 
ESTES,DAVID PAUL 
FAY,KATHLEEN ANN 
FLASCHENTRAGER,FRANK BYRNES 
FLYNN,JOSEPH DANIEL 
-. FOLEY ,SUZANNE MARIE 
GARCIA, ELISHA L. 
GARC1A,MARCELLA LUC1NDA Q 
GOLUE"·"O~tt Ptt1LL1P 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
FRENCH 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
HIST & POL SC 
SPANISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
CHEMISTRY 
JOURNALISM 
SPEECH COMMUNICATIO 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCH & ENGL 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
JOURNALISM 
MANAGEMENT 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HISTORY 
MANAGEMENT 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
ENGLISH 
HISTORY 
BIOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
FRENCH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MANAGEMENT 
PSYCHOLOGY 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
ART 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
ONZALES,RICHARD L. 
ONZALES,SEBASTIAN ROGER 
RANATH,PATRICK NEIL 
RASSEL,KATHLEEN A 
RIEGO,ANNAMARIE 
UTIERREZ,DANIEL GEORGE 
ANSON,MARK DONALD 
ARRISON,RALPH ALBERT 
ARVEY,JANNA MAUREEN 
ECKSCHER,LUCRETIA STEVENS 
iENSLEY,CATHERINE AILEEN 
~ICKS,BRIAH WILLIAM 
I 
ttINKELDEY,ANDREA S. 
HOFF,JAMES EDWARD JR. 
HOPPER,DEAN MICHAEL 
HURTADO,KAREN LYNNE 
IZZI,ROSA 
JOHNSON,CRISANTA 
JONES,JENNIFER LYNNE 
JONES,KIRA D. 
JONES,PERRY MICHAEL 
KIDWELL,VALERIE BETTE 
KUPEC,KATHERINE A. 
LADELL,DEAN KENNETH 
LARRAGOITE,VICTOR JOHN 
CJ 
M/. 
co 
l 
5 
2 
5 
s; 
.. 
! 
EES, FALL 1987 
D SCIENCES 
/ECONOMICS 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
/
POL SC & ECON 
JOURNALISM 
SOCIOLOGY 
POL SC & HIST 
MUSIC 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCH & SOC 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
ENGLISH 
ECONOMICS 
I PSYCHOLOGY 
HISTORY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
FRENCH 
JOURNALISM 
ECONOMICS 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
'·. 
SOCIOLOGY 
PHILOSOPHY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
. 
\ , I 
SOCIOLOGY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ART 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
TESOL 
FRENCH 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIOLOGY 
PAGE 
PAGE 3 
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01/28/88 
LINDBERG,KAREN ANNE 
LONON,NORMAN RAY 
LOVATO,MILDRED P. 
MAHAN,REBECCA ANN GILPIN 
MAINE,CHRISTINE VIRGINIA 
MANGANO,VINCENZA LORETTA 
MARLEAU,THERESA LOUISE 
MARRUJO,LORENZO ARMANDO 
MARTINEZ,SAMPSON 
MASSAD,JOSEPH ANDONI 
MATHENY,JOHN. ILLIAM 
MATTEUCCI,LES ~y LEE 
MATTEUCCI,LUC A ANNA 
MAULSBY,JENNI . ER LEA 
·MAZON,GLENDA \. 
MCKINNON,YVONI.E 
MCLEAN,GINA LYNNE 
MCNEAL,ROBIN PATRICK 
MEDINA,JACQUELINE ROSE 
MERRION,NEIL KEIRAN 
MILLER,CHARLES DAVID 
-~ILLER,LINDA ANNE 
MOFFITT,DONALD EUGENE 
MONDR~GON.JERRY M. 
't'\ON."TO"<J\.S"TE\/E L. 
OJ./28/IJIS 
MOSER,CATHY ANN 
MUNOZ,BLASA Q 
NETTLE,STEVEN HUGH 
NUNLEY,LONNIE EDWARD 
OLAJOS,CHET RAYMOND MR. 
ORNELAS,JOE L.S. 
ORTIZ,GIL ANTHONY 
ORTON,DENISE ELAINE 
PADILLA,CARMELLA MARIE 
PALMER,HOLLY NOELLE MARIE 
PARKS,JEHNY LYNN 
PATTERSON,KATHLEEN MCCRAY 
PECK,VERE RENCIK JR. 
PELUCHETTE,DEBORAH ALDRIDGE 
PHILLIPS, TESLIN 
POE,GRANT KEITH 
· POMPEO,RITA JEAN 
PONTON,RICHARD BARTON 
POHELL,CECILE MARIE 
PROPP,ELLEN WREN 
PUCKETT,PERIANNE 
~QUillEN,LORETTA 
' RAASCH,CYNTHIA FRANCES 
RANGL,DIANA 
REDD,GREGORY SCOTT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
R DEGREES, FALL 1987 
TS AND SCIENCES 
I 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ECONOMICS 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
HISTORY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
REL ST & PRO WR 
POL SC & SPAN 
ECONOMICS-PHILOSOPHY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
MANAGEMENT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
HISTORY 
SOCIOLOGY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIOLOGY 
SPANISH 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
ASIAN STUDIES 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
MANAGEMENT 
T HE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
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'DEGREES, FALL 1987 
AND SCIENCES 
CREATIVE WRITING 
SOCIOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ECONOMICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
JOURNALISM 
JOURNALISM 
PSYCH a· ART 
PSYCHOLOGY 
.4 
---.. , .. 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SOCIOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
JOURNALISM 
JOURNALISM 
ECONOMICS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
ENGL & GERMAN 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HISTORY 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMEHT 
SPANISH 
ANTHROPOLGY 
JOURNALISM 
PSYCHOLOGY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
HISTORY 
ENGLISH 
FRENCH 
ENGLISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
FRENCH 
JOURNALISM 
PAGE 
PAGE 
N 
~ 
C 
4 
5 
N 
0 
~ 
01/28/88 
·" ·-·· 
. :.:, 
RIDDLE,DAVID KARL 
RIXSE,DAVID P. 
ROBERTS,DANA LYNN 
ROMERO,ANGELA NICHOLETTE 
RUMBLES,JOHN BRYCE 
, .. ·· RUTLEDGE,NANCY LEE 
,SALGADO,DEBORAH JEANNE 
·' 
.. SANCHEZ,DENNIS M. 
· SANDOVAL,S. ANDREW 
., SCHOEN,THOMAS ARTHUR 
, -SMITH,KEITH WENDELL 
·, 
~SMITH,TERRANCE ANTHONY 
.SMITH,WALTER K. 
'. STONE,MICHAEL ANTHONY 
STRYK,DIANE 
1
·swITZER,SUSAN K. 
TATE,HARRELLETTE LOVE 
'TORREZ,ADELINA MIRABAL 
TYLER,THERESA JANE 
UMDENSTOCK,ROBERT EUGENE 
VAN FLUKE,HEATHER LYNN 
.;WALES, REBECCA ELLEN 
r 
·WAlSH,DOUGLAS E. 
W~RD.CMERYL DEMPSEY 
WA.RD • .J E RRY \. 
01./2 8/88 
1HARNER,CHRISTOPHER DYLAN 
WATSON,DAVID JEFFERY 
HATSON,TANIA ANNE 
WICKER,JOSEPH EARL 
WILLS,KIRBY ALAN 
ZOTTNICK,KYLE TODD 
~RIENO,PATRICK JOHN 
BACA,ELAINE MARIE 
BAILIE,LAURI ANNE 
BENTLEY,TRACY LEIGH 
BLEA-EDESKUTY,BRENDA 
CANSINO,VICTOR VACA 
CASTANO,MARCIA SACHEEN 
CONCHA,ISIDORA PEREZ 
COUCH,LEE 
EAGAN,KATHLEEN P 
EISENBRAUN,MICHAEL D 
ENYART,EVELYN AIRION 
FRANZAK,MARK DAVID 
FUGATE,MICHAEL LYNN 
GARCIA,JOHN DAMIEN 
GARDNER,RICHARD DIERKS 
THE"i:m~VERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
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R DEGREES, FALL 1987 
SAND SCIENCES 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE ECONOMICS 
ENGLISH SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
POLITICAL SCIENCE MANAGEMENT 
CREATIVE WRITING HISTORY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION JOURNALISM 
ENGLISH AMERICAN STUDIES 
ECONOMICS MANAGEMENT 
ECONOMICS MANAGEMENT 
FRENCH ENGLISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
ENGLISH NAVAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE RUSSIAN STUDIES 
CHEMISTRY BIOLOGY 
ENGLISH DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
COMMUN DISORDERS PSYCHOLOGY 
HISTORY SPANISH 
ECONOMICS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOCIOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HISTORY 
P S Y C HOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MANAGEMENT 
ENGLISH 
ANTHROPOLGY 
MANAGEMENT 
GEOGRAPHY 
SP EEC H C OMMUN ICA TION 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO - - OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
SAND SCIENCES 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
GEOG & TXCLGY 
HIST & TXCLGY 
ECONOMICS 
IENCE 
MAJOR 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
COM DS & PSYCH 
BIOLOGY 
BIOL & SPAN 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
SIGN L & SP COM 
SIGN L & PSYCH 
MATHEMATICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
' ,, 
JOURNALISM 
HUMAN SERVICES 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
MINOR 
CHEMISTRY 
SOCIOLOGY 
COMPUTING & INFOR SCI 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
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GONZALES,LAURA RENEE Q 
GRAHAM,DALE B. (TONY) 
GRIFFIN,KOLLETTE EVETTE DEEDS 
HARTMANN,JUDY 
HOLMES,MICHAEL RICHARD 
JANNI,CAROL ALENE 
JOHNSON,JEFFREY KIRK 
KLUDT,TREVOR JAMES 
LAUER,JEFFREY T. 
LUCERO,SUZANNE P. 
MAZZONI,MARCEL MARK 
MOREAU, JEAN-ELIE 
MORELAND,PAULA JEAN 
PEERY,ROGER LEE 
PENMAN,SHAHN LEE 
RANKIN,DALE ROBERT 
ROADY,MARK ALAN 
SHERRY,DIANA SUE 
STEICHEN,KEITH ALAN 
TORNEY, TEVI KHAU 
UEHARA,DAVID KENJI 
.. WRlGttl,lONY ALLEN GABRIEL 
01/28/88 
ADKINS,JEFFREY CARL 
ALBERT,MORRIS JAY 
ANDERSON,ELLEN S 
APODACA,JUDY 
ARRINGTON~TORREZ,JULIA ANN 
ASHBY,KAREN LESLIE 
BARTOCCl,DOUGLAS ROBERT 
BEERY,JOSEPH CHARLES 
BLAIR,JACKLENE DAVIS 
BLOUNT,BARBARA KAY 
BLUNIER,CHRISTOPHER SCOTT 
· BOONE,JOHN FITZGERALD 
BOWDEN,IRENE CATSAVIS 
BROWN,RALPH L JR. 
BROHNING,LINDA 
BUCKMAN,MATTHEW ANDREW 
BURD,ALLISON P. 
CAFFREY,RICHARD THOMAS 
CARABAJAL,PHILLIP ANDREW 
.. 4 
CARTER,JERRY R. 
CARTER,NORA J. 
CASS,TIMOTHY DAVID 
I 
I 
I 
THE UNIVERS 
R DEGREES, FALL 1987 
SAND SCIENCES 
BIOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS COMPUTING & INFOR SCI 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPR SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY BIOLOGY . 
MATHEMATICS BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
ANTHROPOLOGY DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
PSYCHOLOGY DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY FRENCH 
PSYCHOLOGY BIOLOGY 
GEOLOGY DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
ANTHROPOLOGY DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
GEOLOGY DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
ANTHROPOLOGY DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
BIOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS COMPUTING & INFOR SCI 
PSYCHOLOGY BIOLOGY 
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPR LINGUISTICS 
CO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
R DEGREES, FALL 1987 
\ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
I SINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
TRAVEL & TOURISM CCON 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
HR MGT & GN MGT 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
ACCOUNTING (CONCT) 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT> 
ACCOUNTING (CONCT) 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT> 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC 
MINOR 
_,,./ 
\ I . 
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PAGE 
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CHAVEZ,DORINE ANN 
CHAVEZ,GARY LOUIS 
CROW,SUSAN ELAINE 
DARDANES,CECILIA IRENE 
DASKALOS,DEMETRIOS C 
DICKINSON,LAWRENCE JAMES 
DIXON,KATHRYN ELLEN 
DRUNZER,IDA ELIZABETH 
DYE,NANCY KAY 
GARCIA,LAURENE H 
GARNER,BRUCE DAVID 
GOLDEN,JANICE M. 
GOODMAN,BETSY ANN 
GOODWIN,ERIC E. 
HALTOM,ROBB REID 
HARRELL,CHARLES EDWARD JR. 
HARTMAN,MARK THOMAS 
HUPPERT,LEO H. III 
JANSEN,ESPEN F. 
JARAMILLO,BLAKE GREGORY 
JOHHSON ,THOMAS K 
~JORDAN,CHARLES DAVID 
KE\.\. Y, \. HHlA ANN 
\tO\.EZ.Ml, R1C\-\MlD 
~E~E~RE.n~~1n ER1C 
:• 
' Ol/28/88 
LOWE,HHITNEY LYNNA 
MARINSEK,MARISA 
MARLEY,RONALD JAMES 
MCKEE,STEPHEN ALLEN 
MIDDLETON,ROBERT LESLIE 
· MOHON,JOEL WAYNE 
MONTANO,THERESA FRANCES Q 
MOUNHO,JOHN LAWRENCE 
NGUYEN,PHUONGNGA T 
ORTEGA,CYNTHIA JO 
PARK,STANLEY RANDOLPH 
PARRA,FEDERICO CARDENAS 
PENA,VANGE RENEE 
PERRY,CHAREMON DENISE 
.PERRY,LORI ELLEN 
PETERS,CAROL L. 
PRAUSA,ROBIN BROCHU 
PRESTON,BRUCE B 
PRIBBLE,SISSEL T 
QUISENG,SCOTT LANCE 
RICHEY,ANTHONY LYNN 
Q 
...... ROBERTSON,DAVID CHARLES 
ROMERO,JULIET CAROL 
RUTHERFORD,ANN M. 
SAMUEL,EUGENE JOHN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
DEGREES, FALL 1987 
ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
MARKET & T&T 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
T&T & MARKET 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
HR MGT & GN MGT 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
MARKET & GN MGT 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC 
FXNANCXAL MANAGEMENT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
~--
\ ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
TRAVEL & TOURISM CCON 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
ACCTG & FINAN 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
',. 
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SMICHEZ, GERALDINE L 
SCHNEIDER,MARK ROBERT 
SEDILLO, ZEKE C 
SELKE,DEBORA DIANE 
SERDA,ANDREW C. 
SHEPPARD,MARION ELIZABETH 
SHULTZ,JAMES EUGENE 
SINDELAR,MARTIN ROGER 
SINDELAR,WENDY WISECUP 
SNYDER,NANCY ANN 
SPECTER,GARY 
STUEBER,KIMBERLY SUE 
STYGAR,JOHANNA JULIA 
TORRES,ELIZABETH A. 
TROTTER,LORETTA ANN 
TRUJILLO,JUANITA NATALIE 
WAGG,JEFFERY LAWRENCE 
WEBSTER,NANCY ANN 
WEST,BARBARA SUE 
HHALEY,DOHNA ANN 
l-lOLFE,GREGORY EDHARD 
-ZOUHAR,ROBIN R. 
THE UNIVERSITY ns:- ••-· . 
Q 
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DEGREES, FALL 1987 
NDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
HUMAN RESOURCf\MANAGE 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
FINAN & GN MGT 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
MARKET & T&T 
ACCOUNTING CCONCT) 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
OJ. /2/J/ IJ IJ T H E UN I V E R SITY OF HEH MEXIC O -- OFFICE O F ADMISSI ONS A ND RECORDS 
BACKMAN,CYNTHIA JANE 
BUCHER,SCOTT E. 
DILATUSH,TERRA LEA 
FARMER,TED 
JORDAN,GERALD STOKLEY JR. 
SEDILLOS,ELOY ERIC 
BECERRA,JOEL 
BROWER,ANNE LOUISE 
CHRISTY,ROBERT LYN 
GEISSLER,MICHAEL H. 
LOYA,LUIS ALBERTO 
LUERAS,KATHLEEN R. 
LUJAN-METZGAR,ANTOINETTE FRANCES 
~u.y \\t,) s. -S. 
ANDREWS,ANDREA KAYE 
-· . BUCKNER,LEAH ROCHELLE LUMLEY 
CATON,JULIENNE ELIZABETH 
CHILDS,DEBORAH ANNE 
B 
DEGREES, FALL 1987 
CATION 
s 
MAJOR 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
IN EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
MINOR 
MINOR 
HISTORY SPANISH 
ART EDUCATION 
\;.i 
... 
HISTORY BUSINESS EDUCATION 
COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CO 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMPOS 
SPANISH ENGLISH 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMPOS 
ENCE 
MAJOR 
COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CO 
FAMILY STUDIES EDUC C 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
BIOLOGY 
PAGE 
PAGE 
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CUUNINGHAM,TANYA KAY 
HOVORKA,CHRISTOPHER FRANCIS 
INSANI,DELPHINE IRENE 
LIUM,DEBORAH JANE 
LYBARGER,ROY EARL 
MACHURA,JOHN WAYNE 
PADILLA,DANIEL DAVID 
WOLF,STACEY ANN 
ARCHULETA,MILDRED JARAMILLO 
ARGUELLES,NICOLETTE KATHLEEN 
AUGE,PAULA DENESE 
CASADOS,ANTHONY V. 
CHANDLER,STANLEY REX 
CHANG,CATHERINE LEUNG 
COULTER,LAURA JO 
CRAWFORD,GEORGIA ANN 
DAVIS,KERRY A 
DAY,ROBIN S. 
DOWNS,ROBERT ANDREW 
E\<.l UND, »Ell ltU\ ROSSNER 
ESP MU.A, SANDRA 
FR1bERG,~EL1C1~ L . 
GAMM,ELIZABETH MARY 
Q GEILENFELDT,JULENE 
GRAHAM,CHRISTIE JOANNA 
GROSSMAN,GARY C 
HERRON,GLENNA MARIE 
HOLMLUND,LAURIE ANN 
KELLEY,SHELLY LEE 
KING,RAMONA SULLIVAN 
LEHIS,ROBERT DEAN 
LOBATO,PAUL A. 
MOORE,ALISON LOUISE 
MUGLESTON,CHERYL 
OCONNELL,JOAHNE 
ROARK,ANITA EILEEN 
ROBBINS,KAREN STEPHENSON 
RORIE,DARLA SUE 
RUFF,CAROL LOUISE 
SCIBIOR,DEBORAH LYNN 
SMITH,THOMAS 
SUMMERS,ADAH DIANNE DENTON 
SUMMERS,ELIZABETH LORRAINE 
-SWAUGER,TRACY LYNN 
TULLIE,VERNA MAE 
VRUDNY,JOSEPH MARK 
HHITEMAN,NANCY BETH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
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DEGREES, FALL 1987 
ATION 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT & F MUSIC 
EXERCISE TECHNOLOGIST BIOLOGY 
EXERCISE TECHNOLOGIST 
EXERCISE TECHNOLOGIST 
INDUSTRIAL TECH EDUCA 
INDUSTRIAL TECH EDUCA 
EXERCISE TECHNOLOGIST 
ATHLETIC TRAINING 
NCE IN EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
FAMILY STUDIES EDUC C 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EARTH SCIENCE COMPOS! 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MINOR 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
MATHEMATICS 
FRENCH 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
GERMAN 
EARLY CHILDHOOD E D 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMEtff ARY EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
PSYCHOLOGY 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
ENGLISH 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
PSYCHOLOGY 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
BIOLOGY 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
SOCIOLOGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
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DEGREES, FALL 1987 
TION 
ZINK,WAUNITA ELIZABETH ELEMENTARY EDUCATION SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
...... 
. 
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BAKO"DY,ROBERT STEPHEN 
BOSTICK,RANDALL NEIL 
CUDDY,JOHN PATRICK 
FEHRENBACH,SUZANNE MARIE 
HAMBY,ELIZABETH LYNN 
IZZI,CARMINE G. 
MAKAREHICZ,ANTHONY JOSEPH JR. 
MALIZZO,MICHAEL FRANCIS 
RIEDEN,ROBERT JOSEPH 
VIGIL.MICHAEL JOSEPH 
ARCHULETA,EDWARD JEROME 
ARCHULETA,TESSA ELLEN 
BEGAY,SANDRA KAREN 
BOBERG,OLGA HELENA TORRES 
CLAXTON,DAVID RUSSELL 
FOSTER, SCOTT BENSON 
~ HASSAN,HAYTHAM P 
HOOV ER, CRA IG WILL I AM 
MATANIS, MARY LOU 
MCGAUGHEY, ROBERT ALTON 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
~ 
;1 
NEERING 
NEERING 
MAJOR 
BIOMED ENGINEERING CO 
ENERGY & POHER SYSTEM 
MICRO-ELECTONICS PROC 
BIOMED ENGINEERING CO 
BIOMED ENGINEERING CO 
ENERGY & POHER SYSTEM 
BIOMED ENGINEERING CO 
BIOMED ENGINEERING CO 
BIOMED ENGINEERING CO 
BIOMED ENGINEERING CO 
ENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENG INEERI NG 
MINOR 
MINOR 
'\ 
• 
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METCALF-WATTS,MEGAN 
MONTOYA,DANIEL REUBEN 
MONTOYA,MARJORIE 
MURPHY,KEVIN PATRICK 
TROLLINGER,EVERETT ANTHONY 
ZIMMERLY,SAMUEL TIMOTHY 
BRAUNSCHWEIG,EHRICH JAMES 
EZELL,KEVIN DALE 
NGUYEN,DAN CONG 
PIERSON,JON ANDREW 
SAVAGE,ADAM KEYES 
BEEKER,SCOTT ALAN 
BROWN,LESLIE IDA 
GARCIA,RUDY J. 
MARTIN,MARK P. 
MENICUCCl,PAUL JOSEPH 
.. _ SAUDISON, THOMAS MICHAEL 
Z.HENG,l<."NG Q 
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GI NEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MINOR 
IENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
J 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
$2 COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
B~CHELOR OF SCXEHCE XH COMPUTER SCXEHCE 
01/28/88 THE UNrVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
BROWN,T. GEOFFREY 
DE LA CUADRA,FERNANDO 
DOWNS,CATHERINE ALICE 
FUGELSO,DAVID ERIK 
JAMISON,JOAN MACKEY 
MANNING,WILLIAM JOHN 
MOORE,PATRICK CURTIS 
MYERS,RICHARD GALE 
PARKS,WILLIAM SCOTT 
REED,KAREN A. 
Q 
REED,KIRBY WILLIAM 
SEILER,HARY CATHERINE 
TAPSCOTT,MARY FRANCES SUMMERS 
-TOMASI,ANNE MARIE 
VERZI,STEPHEN JOSEPH 
VILLANUEVA,TIMOTHY GERALD 
.. _ . 
ABEYTA,LEONARD CHRIS JR. 
AHMAD~GUSTAVO PADIAL 
·ATENCIO,ELOY HECTOR 
BACA,MICHAEL JOHN 
BAIAMONTE,NICK 
E 
~ DEGREES, FALL 1987 
I 
I 
NEERING 
MAJOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
MATHEMATICS 
MANAGEMENT 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
GEOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
t IENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
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CERICOLA,FREDERICK JAY 
CHIAO,SCOTT KUANG-HO 
CROUCH,DANIEL SCOTT 
ERAS,ALBERT JR. 
GROVER, PAUL L. 
HEDMAN,DALE RANDALL 
HINDSLEY,JEFFERY FIELD 
HOSSAIN.MAHMUD 
JONES,COLEEN THERESE 
JONSSON,BJORN STEFAN 
KOCH,JEFFREY KEVIN 
LAFLIN,MICHAEL GERARD 
LATINO,JOSEPH ANTHONY 
LEE,JAE HON 
·LUJAN, JAMES 
MILLS,STEPHEN L 
MUNDALE,PAUL LEE 
PACHECO ,KENNETH RONALD 
PATTERSON,NICHOLAS ANTHONY 
PAWLEY.CHRISTOPHER JOHH 
POHER,KAREN RUE 
~~R~MOS, RODOLFO ARTURO 
REDMOND,lttOMAS VERNE JR. 
· 1< SI\U\Z.I\R, RORERT I\. 
S~RO"G,C~RR1E LOU1SE 
:;. 
0:1./28/88 
SWEIDAN,KHALID MOHAMMAD 
TORRES,NICOLAS C. 
VELASQUEZ,BILLY JOSEPH 
WHITSON,EUGENE C 
ZIMMER,KARL JOSEPH 
AKES,VERNON DALE 
BARELA,JOSEPH LAWRENCE 
BROUGHTON,DALE RAY 
CLANCY,ROBERT MARK 
GALLEGOS,PATRICK LYON 
GONZALES,DAMIEN MAX 
GONZALES,FRANK THOMAS 
HALBLEIB,JOHN ANTON JR. 
HODEN,BRIAN P. 
IDZOREK,ROBERTA DAY 
MAKAU,ROBERT KIOKO 
.MARTINEZ,DAVID WILLIAM 
MARTZ,JEFFREY GEORGE 
MCHETHY,KIRK GLENN 
~NELLOS,NICHOLAS CONSTANTINE 
PORTER,GILLIAN LOUISE 
SAYLOR,FREDERICK G. 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
LECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
LECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL E»GINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL Et~OitlEERH4 
ELECTRICAL EttGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGittEERlN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERtH 
ELECTRICAL EHGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
7_UO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENOINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL EttGINEERIN 
LECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
LECTRICAL ENOINEERIH 
lECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
MECHANICAL ENOINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENOINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
Q MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
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SOUTHARD,TOMMY SCOTT JR. 
TAFOYA,ANTHONY S. 
TALBOTT,DALE VERNON 
TUCKER,HESLEY DEAN 
URENDA,TIMOTHY DREUX 
WILSON,THOMAS FERRIL 
WOLFE,JONATHAN DAVID 
HRIGHT,JOHN LEWIS 
WRIGHT,ROBERT WILSON 
ALLBROOKS,MARTHA DUMMER 
CASIAS,CHRISTOPHER RUBEN 
DIAZ,HELY FRANCISCO 
SCHUELER,WILL ERRY 
.... 
DEGREES, FALL 1987 
!NEERING 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
CENCE IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
I 
MAJOR MINOR 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
UCLEAR ENGINEERING 
NUCLEAR EtlGINEERlttO 
tlUCLEAR EUOitlEERltlG 
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BERNAL,OILBERT ALEXANDER 
BRIGGS-HAMRICK,RUTHANNE 
CLINE,POLA RICHARDSON 
DAVIS,MARCELLE THERESE 
DISTASIO,RENA A. 
ESQUIBEL,AMANDA RENEE 
KIRKPATRICK,LEATRICE MARIE 
MCCORMICK,FRANCES CAMILLE 
MCMULLEN,RANDALL CORDER 
MILAZZO,AMELIA LENORE 
SLADE,DUDLEY RICHESON 
SOWANICK,KIRA ANIYA 
VOLKE,CHRIS D. 
CHAN,TONY RUSSELL 
COOK,SANDRIA MARKAE MACDONALD 
CRAHFORD,STEPHEN H. 
~HOLGUIN,CAROLYN LOUISE 
HULING,MALINDA JEAN 
MCINTYRE,BRUCE EDWARD 
NORRISS,DEVERLY KEIGH 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FINE ARTS 
MAJOR 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
ART HISTORY 
ART STUDIO 
ART HI & ART ST 
THEATRE ARTS 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS 
ARTS 
MAJOR 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
MINOR 
ANTHROPOLGY 
DANCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
MINOR 
BIOLOGY 
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SALOME,KIMBERLEY KAY 
SOMMERS,ALEXIS M 
WALTON,VICTORIA MARY FRANCES 
WHITSON,SHEREEN MICHELLE 
FOIL-LAUXMANN,CYNTHIA GAY 
HOUSTON , HILLIAM CHARLES III 
OR DEGREES, FALL 
NE ARTS 
1 
MUSIC 
9 
2 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
MAJOR 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MURPHY,PAT E ~ ~ MUSI C 
BAI LEY,VALERIE KAY 
FOil -LAUXMAHN, CYNTHIA GAY 
·MCCARTY,C. HARCUS 
SCHHAB,SUZANNE LYNETTE 
.... 
0 
MUSI C EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
USIC fDUCATlOH 
09 USIC 
US1C 
USIC 
DUCATIOU 
OUCATIOH 
DUCATIOt 
1987 
MI NOR 
MIHOR 
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MORGAN,PHILIP ANDREWS 
TURCOTTE,CINDY LEA 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF LAH 
JURIS DOCTOR 
/._ 
.. 
MA J OR 
LAH 
LAH 
MI NOR 
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CORDOVA,LORETTA MARIE 
FLAVILL,PAUL 
LAKIND,ELIZABETH DALE Q 
. , 
.1) 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE 
MAJOR 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MINOR 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
1987 
MINOR 
'ANDAZOLA-THIES,MARTHA LILLIAN 
BENAVIDES,ALAN REY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
MAJOR 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
" 
.. BERGSTROM, VICKI LYNNE 
CHAVEZ,MARIA DOLORES 
· DAYZIE,BERNADETTE 
EDHARDS,WILLIAM BERT 
GELLER,GRETCHEN L. 
GONZALES,EVELYN L. 
,,GREEN, CARL L. 
GROSS,CYNTHIA ANN 
,- HAMMER,MARY ANN 
HANNA, JERI L. 
JOHNSON,JENNIFER JANE 
LAWSON,CORINNE A 
·)IBO, DENISE CARTER 
MANSFIELD,ROYA 
-MARIN, RAMONA J. 
.MARTIN,SHELLEY ANN 
. MATTHEWS,KAY MARIE 
I 
__ , 
• i MATTHEWS,PATRICIA ANNE 
MAYER,MARLENE M. 
MINOLETTI,DEDORA DEANNE Q PSYCHOLOGY 
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OLSON,TERI LEA 
OPPENHEIMER,BARBARA J 
RANDALL,DORIS VIOLA 
, ROBI"SON,ALINE ESTERLEE 
SANTORU,MARGARET 
SCHOLL,LAURA ANN 
SEXTON,LINDA D. 
SHEARER,GENE WARREN 
SHIRLEY,DEBORAH ANNE 
SMITH,MARY IRENE 
TERRONES,MERCEDES ANN 
TRUSIANO,LISA MANNETTE 
URBANE,MIMI MARY MARGARET 
HILLIAMSON,ROBERT CECIL 
WINNINGHAM,CAROL M. 
HYLE,LINDA ELAINE 
DEGREES, FALL 
ING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
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BROOKS,ROBERT SEARCY 
ADOLPH,COLLEEN KELLEY 
ANDINO,MARIA-BELEN VAZQUEZ Q 
ASHLEY,JOHN MYRICK 
AYERS,THOMAS MURRAY 
BATTEN,DAVID CHARLES 
BELL,GAIL A. 
BENAVIDEZ,BENJAMIN J. JR. 
BRADFORD,RUTH MARIE 
RRITTNER,LYNN TERRI 
BROUSSARD,ANNA LOUISE GORDON 
BRYCI-AMBERT,BECCA 
CALHOUN,DOLORES FRANCES CHAVEZ 
CARNAHAN,SYLVIA MARIE 
CARTER,ANNE KELEHER 
CARTER,SUSAN M. 
~CASTILLO,LUCIA B, 
CHANDLER,PAUL FREDERICK 
CHIRIGOS,MILHAEL DENNIS 
COMSTOCK,CYNDI ANN UHL 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MAJOR 
EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HISTORY 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ART EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCAT 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ART 
RECREATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
,, 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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ANDREWS,ROBERT LAVERN Q 
LETT,LAURA LEE 
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rACY 
ENCE IN PHARMACY 
MAJOR MINOR 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
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COOPER,DOUGLAS KENT 
CORDOVA,ARNOLD BENAVIDEZ 
COUSINS,LAETITIA ROSEBOROUGH 
CRAWFORD,INGRID SMIDS 
DAY,CAROL LEE 
DE GROAT,JENNIE 
DIETHELM,ELLEN JEANETTE 
DIXON,WANDA DAWN NEE ARNESON 
DUNCAN,DEBORAH JEAN 
DUTY,DAVID MICHAEL 
EDHARDS,LINDA SUE 
EICHOR,JAMES RICHARD JR. 
EKLUND,MARYANN MEYER 
ELSZTEIN-SZECKET,DIANA BEATRIZ 
E.VANS,SHARON M 
FEDDERSEN,ANNETTE KAY 
FISK,MARY LOU JOHNSON 
FOSTER,DOMINICK DEMARIO 
FRANCISCUS,ROBERT GARY 
FRICK,REBECCA ANN 
FROMM-LEWIS,MICHELLE 
~.GARDHAM,JENNIFER BRAHMS 
GARLIE,JEAN MARIE 
GILES,TREVOR STIRLING 
GRASSE,KIM KATHRYN 
C EGREES, FALL 1987 
MATHEMATICS 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCAT 
ECONOMICS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
COUNSELING 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
TECHNOLOGICAL & OC ED 
ENGLISH 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
TECHNOLOGICAL & OC ED 
THEATRE ARTS 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ART EDUCATION 
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GREGG,THOMAS LOUIS 
GURULE,MR. JERRY LEE Q 
.. 
HAGEN,JEAN ANN 
HAWES,REBECCA SOLIDAY 
HIME,MARY MARGAl,ET GRIEGO 
HIRSTEIN,SUZANNE ELIZABETH 
HOELZEL,JANET ELIZABETH 
HOFFMAN,DAVID T. 
HOLMEN,SHERRY J. 
HSUEH,LEE PAULIHE 
HUDSON,JEFFREY G. 
Q 
THE UNIVERSl 
HUGULEY,PAULA LORRAINE PRESSLEY 
JARAMILLO,MARILYN P. MONTANO 
JOHNSON,ANNE HOLABIRD 
JOHNSTON,ANDREA SUE 
JONES,MER~~N DORIS 
(AL-(. LO \.?~,v 
KAYE~KAREN SUE 
KEMPE,ROMA RUTH 
KILLIAM,LEA MARY NELSON 
lANDIN,ElIZABETH JEAN 
LASKO,JAYE NAN 
lEHIS-ROIBAl,lAURA GREGG 
LOEWEN-NIELSEN,SYLVIA JEAN 
lOW,MARY JANE B.C. 
LOWE. S'T li..C'< SC\-\\.tMHZ. 
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RAMS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPANISH 
FRENCH 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ART 
COUNSELING 
SPEECH COMMUHICATION 
FAMILY STUDIES 
THEATRE ARTS 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ART EDUCATION 
RECREATION 
COUNSELING O N #! - ~ S 
,rf1rJ It/VI 6-~ IC A .;>, Gt l)lc-
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCAT 
SPAtHSH 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
COUNSELING 
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MACIAS,ANDREH ROSS 
MARGOLIN,DAVID RUSSELL 
MARSTERS,CATHERINE FERGUS 
MARTINEZ,VERNON 
MELTON,THERESA GALE 
MILLS,BETH H. 
MITCHE~L,MARY ELIZABETH 
MOLINA-VISQUERRA,ZUllY PATRIC! 
MONTOYA,JANET JESSIE 
NUNEZ,VIRGINIA B. 
OTZOY,NICHOLAS 
PARSA,SUE ELLEN STARLING 
PERKINS,PATRICIA MUTH 
PRENTICE,ELAIHE KAY 
PULLEN,LINDA BETH APPLEBY 
RETANA,NICOLAS MARQUEZ 
REYNOLDS,KIMBERLY KAYE 
RISSE,BARBARA A. BURGER 
RODRIGUEZ,MICHELLE PAMELA Q 
SALAS-COURET,OLYK 
SCHELTEMA,JANET LYNN LAITOLA 
~SCHIANO,TEA (KAREN DOROTHY) 
SCHULLER,FRANCIS WILLIAM JR. 
SHOVAL,VAADIA ELLA 
SISNEROS,JUANITA R 
C 
,.. 
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MS 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ENGLISH 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ENGLISH 
GEOGRAPHY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCAT 
FAMILY STUDIES 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ART EDUCATION 
SOCIOLOOY 
RECREATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
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SNIDER-BRYAN,CIRRELDA CLAIRE 
SOWAR,CAROL WELCH 
~ ;STEPHENS,JOYCE HARRIETT 
STEPHENSON,MELISSA ELAINE 
STOVER,EVAN MCLEAN 
STRAUSS,DORIS JEAN 
TANNER,MARY M. WHITE 
TITTMANN,CARMEN MARTINEZ 
TRUJILLO-SIEVERT,VELMA V 
TURNER,DIANA RUTH 
VALDEZ,JANE MARIE G. 
VARGO,DENNIS GLENN 
--·-·-- -- -- - --- -----
WILLIAMS,CATHY PERRY 
· HILLIAMS,MARK ALLEN 
WILLIAMS,SHERYL M. 
WRIGHT,YOLANDA GIL 
YING, PEI-LIUG 
BAKER,MICHAEl CLARK 
BASINlAl,ABIDIN BIN 
FISCHER.KAREN GERALYNN 
GUE.Rl.t\,l>M•UA.t\ .) 
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, JUNI,MAHBOOB ELAHI 
.i 
KEINTZ,PAULA VAUGHAN 
... 
I·, KESSLER-SCHWANER, SHARI 
KRAUSS,HARVEY H. 
THE UNIVERSI 
MATHEWS,CHIKE MBELU NWAGBOLOGU · 
\ MCARTHUR,ROBERT P. 
MCKEE,AUDREY KAY 
. NOEl,JERI VARGAS 
PADILLA,LEO LUIS BILL 
RHINEHART-SORENSEN,DEBRA JEWEL 
SANTOS,MICHELLE 
TURNER,~ANDY H. 
'/li~il.701 .)CtirJ,th;MA$ 
WHITE,JENNIFER PHELPS 
BHATTI,KHALID IKRAM 
BRUZAN,MARK LAWRENCE 
HUSSAIN,TAFAZZUL 
JACKSON,KATHLEEN M. 
KRAEMER,JOHN FRANCIS 
RASHAD,TAREK ABDALLA 
THAL,LAWRENCE E. 
74 
R DEGREES, FALL 1987 
AMS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
FAMILY STUDIES 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ART EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCAT 
IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MINOR 
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s 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
" PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
ITECTURE 
MAJOR 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
""· 
-. 
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MINOR 
MAJOR MINOR 
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LUCERO,MARIANO JOHN 
MCARTHUR,ROBERT PETER 
MURRAY,SHARON PATRICIA 
CLAWSON,KATHLEEN IVES 
NADERTABAR,MOHAMMAD 
WELLS,ESTHER JOY 
ABBOTT,BARTRAM SHEWELL 
ALVARD,MICHAEL STEVEN 
BACHIS,TARYN LOUISE 
BEAR,RUTH ELINOR 
BEARD,RODERT DOUGLAS 
BUNTZ,JENNIFER GLEE 
CARMICHAEL,KEVIN EARL 
CLABORN,GARNETT WELDON III 
DEHAINAUT,LINDA LOPEZ Q 
DIDDAMS,ALEXAttDRA P. 
~DREICER,JARED SAMUEL 
EDGEl,WlllIAM REED 
fONG,YU -CHUE 
t=ONG. Z.ENG-S\\EV AN 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MATN (".L\MD"-
RAMS 
IC 
NCE 
COMMUNITY & REGIONAL 
COMMUNITY & REGIONAL 
COMMUNITY & REGIONAL 
MAJOR 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MAJOR 
PHYSICS 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
GEOLOGY 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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HACKER,WILLIAM LEE 
HANRATTY,PATRICK HUGH 
HARDIN,TERRY LYNN 
HAWLEY,MARK EDWARD 
HENKEL-SILVA,AMY DODD 
HODDE-VARGAS,JANET ELIZABETH 
JUANG,CHING-BO 
JUBBER,LYNETTE JEANNIE HAMILTON 
KHODAIE,MORTEZA 
KRUEGER,BARBARA ANN 
KRUKAR,RICHARD HAROLD 
LAGHAI,MASOUD R. 
LOOFF,KURT MARKAM 
LYONS,TIMOTHY P. 
MAHBOBZADEH,MOHAMMAD 
MAY,JOAN ELIZABETH 
MCFEETERS,BRIAN DAVID 
MERSON,JOHN ALLEN 
MESSURI,DIANN ALBERS MCLAURIN 
MIMOVICH,MARK EDWARD 
PICKENS,JOE ALLEN 
~POPE,ROBIN CAROL 
PORTER,BENJAMIN JOHN 
ROSS,STEVEN B. 
SALAS,JOHN MICHAEL 
JVJ , _ _, __ _ 
1EGREES, FALL 1987 
1S 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
NURSING 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
PHYSICS 
GEOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
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SANTOS-GOMEZ,LUCINIO 
SHAPIRO,LORI S 
SPROULE,TAMMY LYNN 
TORNQUIST,SUSAN JAN 
TSAI,JI-WEI 
UGWU,SYDNEY 0. 
ULIBARRI,MARY ELLEN 
VILLAVICENCIO,VINCENT JAMES 
WATSON,CLARENCE LEE 
HELLS,JIMMY 
WEYGANDT,WENDY SUE 
WILSON,BRIDGET SMITH 
YEN,JEROME CHIH-HUNG Q 
ZAMANIAN,MOHAMMAD JAVAD 
BANKER,MARK TOLLIE 
BAYAR,KAMBIZ 
BRASS-DAYLE,JUTTA 
BROWN,DAVID TITUS 
CHARBONNEAU,MANON PETTIT 
CHEN,HSIUYIH 
CHEN, TSU YEN 
C\\ENG,'Y\lNG-t=U 
DEGREES, FALL 1987 
AMS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
BIOLOGY 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
PHARMACY 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELECTRICAL ENGR COBSO 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
BIOLOGY 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
LOSOPHY 
MAJOR 
HISTORY 
ENGINEERING 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ART HISTORY 
EDUCATION 
ENGINEERING 
ENOINEERIHO 
3 ENGINEERING 
MrnOR 
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CHO,KYUNG HYUN 
DENZLER,PIERRETTE-MONIQUE 
DEVOE,DALE f. Q 
ELIZONDO-DECANINI,JUAN MANUEL 
ESPINO,VICTOR 
EVERI"GTON,CAROLINE TIPPENS 
GREENMAN,NANCY PAULA 
HICKMAN,PAUL ADDISON 
HONG,YONG-MING 
HORNER,JOHN DAVID 
. HSI,KATHY CHIANG 
~OHNSON,JUDITH R. 
KERSTGES,ULRIKE MARIA 
LEE,TAEKIU 
. LUJAN,JOE ROY 
MAURA,JUAN FRANCISCO 
MIDGETTE,SARAH DRIVER 
. 'MILLS, SARA ANN 
MORGAN,NEWELL THOMAS 
.MUNYANGANIZI,DONAT 
i-; NAKOS,JAMES THOMAS 
.. 
• NELSON,KATHLEAH STRIKER 
• 
,, 
.• -· 
PARK,SANGIL 
PETRAOLIA,MICHAEL D 
RUTSCHMAN,DAVID HENRY 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
ENGINEERING 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
EDUCATION 
PHYSICS 
MATHEMATICS 
EDUCATION 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
ART HISTORY 
ENGINEERING 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
HISTORY 
EDUCATION 
ENGINEERING 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING 
EDUCATION 
ENGINEERINO 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
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RYL,PAUL 
SCHULTE,PRISCILLA MARION 
STEWART,JAMES 
STILWELL,DAVID EARLE 
TAROKH,MAHMOUD 
TIPPIT,LUCRETIA MAE SHOTZBARGER 
TROTTER,ELEONORA HARVEY 
WEISGERBER,SCOTT ANTHONY 
WELLS,KENNETH SAM 
WILDER, JUDY ANN 
WOOD,GARY LYHN 
YAZDANI,SIAMAK 
YOUN CHANG JOO Q 
ZANNER,MARY ANN MEDWICK 
I" 1 
' ( 
R DEGREES, FALL 1987 
AMS . 
MATHEMATICS 
EDUCATION 
PHYSICS 
CHEMISTRY 
ENGINEERING 
IBERO-AMERICAN STUDIE 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
EDUCATION 
CHEMISTRY 
ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
Ol/28/88 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
BOBRICK,BRYAN J 
BOERS,AMANDA JEANNE 
BOHANNON,HERBERT CARROLL III 
DEIMER,ALBERT MICHAEL 
GALLEGOS,JOSEPH M 
GILES,KENDAL WILLIAM 
LUCERO,LEO LUIS 
REDABAUGH,SCOTT ALLEN 
TOlLEFSON,SHERI JO 
VANSCYOC,SHELLY LYNN Q 
VELA,JOSE GUILLERMO LOPEZ 
PEDRON,THOMAS RAY 
WERNER,KIMBERLY K. 
I 
DEGREES, FALL 1987 
TECTURE AND PLANNING 
I SIN ARCHITECTURE 
MAJOR 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
SIN ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
MAJOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
', 
.... 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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ABRAHAM,CLARK STEPHEN 
ADONIS,ALLEN DILLARD 
AGUILAR,PAMELA V. 
·ALEXANDER,PAUL ALAN 
BACA,MARK 
BACA,MARY ANN GUELDENZOPH 
BEGGS,STEVEN LADDIE 
BENTON,MICHAEL LEE 
BRENNAN,KERRY KATHLEEN 
BRILL,KAREN DAWN 
CADWELL,COLLEEN CARRIERES 
C:.AtJN,rJ,. - l:e w, J"c IM> tJ 
CARLSON,BRENDA S~E 
.CARRICK,CALVIN R~Y 
CATANACH, ERNESTHIE DE VALLE 
CHARLEY,GWENN H. 
CORNISH,JOSEPH STEPHEN 
DAFFRON,JOHN GERALD 
DALE,ROSEMARY 
DAVIS,EDWARD JEROME 
DE LA CRUZ,ARTHUR Q 
. EWING,DANA MAUREE 
l't:.\.\.0\-IS,GENEIE E ' JERE"TT 
01/28/88 
FORRESTER,DANA MARIE 
GARCIA,MARIA LORENA Q 
GOMEZ,MARLISA ORTIZ 
GURULE,CHARLES M. 
HANSEN,GREGORY FRE1> 
HAUGE,JERALD OLIVER 
HENTE,STUART LE MAY 
HINES,KATHRYN MICHELE 
HOPKINS,GEORGANNA 
JAMES,NED ABRAHAM JR. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1987 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MAJOR 
\ 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
1,1.tJ, \Ji! Rs, T'I .S'fkDiiIS 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MINOR 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
... 
I ·JENKINS,KATHERINE ANN 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
l 
., 
JOHNSON,WILLIAM RUTHERFOORD 
KELLY, LACY 
LEE,MICHAEL 
,_i\l 1NG-S.TON - rAt..Mf R 'IA.J? {Mo) 
MALONE,MICHAEL J. 
MCPHERSON,GENEVA MILLER 
MEDINA,JILL LAURIE 
MILLER,DONALD LLOYD 
MILLER,MYRA BALES 
MONTANO-WHITE,KATRINA ANN Q 
MYERS,FRANCES ADELIA 
NISLOW,KEITH HOWARD 
PARR,RODNEY STEVEN 
PATTIN,PEARL LOUISE 
PAYNE,THOMAS L. 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
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PEERCY,KATHERINE SCOTT 
SCHATZMAN,DANIEL JAMES 
SCHWARTING,BONNIE M. 
~IJA, }x,NIJfl S:uv:+-#JAJ~ 
SIMPSON,CRAIG JAMES 
STEWART,ROSA PIMENTEL 
STUART,SUSAN MICHELLE 
SWICK,MICHAEL KENT 
THOMAS,JAMES B 
THOMPSON-BROWN,FRANCESCA 
TODD,LINDA PATRICIA MARTIN 
· TRYON,DEBORAH MAUPAI 
TURPIE,SARAH KATHERINE 
WOOD,DONALD NORRIS 
. 
I 
Ol/2/l/lJIJ 
ALLEN,ELIZABETH WILLIAMS 
ASHER,JOHN E 
CARMAN,HAROLD LEE 
COX,ALISON LEIGH 
CRENSHAW,LISA G 
DALY,JOHN GARRAHAN 
ERVIH,SHERRI MARLENE 
GARNER,ROBERT STANLEY 
HERRERA,MARK ANTHONY 
KELLY, JULIE M 
LANDON,RAEMA LYNN 
MANDEL,ELISE CHRISTINA 
MERHEGE,BRADLEY KAYE 
MIRANDA,STANLEY LUZ 
MYERS, ALICE M 
OBERDORFER,CHERYL A 
OWEN,TERESA LYNN 
STEVENS,SANDRA G 
THURSTON,JANA RAE 
..... 
HHITHAM,COLLEEN MARY 
THE UNIVER~TTv nc u~J urxICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
I 
FALL 1987 
DIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
11 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
·-- _ _,, 
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DEGREES, FALL 1987 
Y BACHELOR PROGRAM 
ENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY 
MAJOR MINOR 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
J 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
·· "' 
. ,'\ 
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ANDERSON,BETSY ANN 
ANTLE,DAVID W. 
BERNABE,MICHAEL LOUIS 
BEZZERIDES,ELIZABETH ANNE 
BIRKHAUSER,NANCY ROSE 
BREWER-HARTMAN,SUSAN M. 
BRODERICK,WILLIAM CHARLES 
BROWNE-HANKS,LAURA LEANN Q 
CHANG,CALVIN LEUNG 
CHRISTENSON,JANET NAOMI 
DANEMANN,SUZANNE MAYER 
DOMINGUEZ,HENRY L. 
FESLER,WALTER CARL 
FOX,MARCIA LYNN 
FRANCO,GUILLERMO ANTONIO 
FREEMAN,MICHAEL A. 
GHOSH,CHANDRIKA KAUSHIK 
HAUGE,ARLAN SALMER 
HEISE,MAGDALANA MARY 
.... 
JACOBUS,CAROL DIANE 
KIMBROUGH,DOYLE HOHARD 
~l~l~Z,MICtt~EL JOSEPH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
M.ATU r-•u-··-
ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
NESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
MINOR 
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KUMAR,RIJU VIVEK 
LEVINGS,JULIANNE FLIEGNER 
MAHOOD,MARCIA STOREY 
MARTIN,RUSSELL J. 
MAULDIN,JOANN L. 
OLSON,DEAN LAWRENCE 
RIVERA,ELAINE SCHULTZ 
SIKORA,LEON ANTHONY 
WYATT,SANDRA JILL 
ARONSON,PHILIP EUGENE 
EDWARDS,FINDLAY GORDON 
GILLESPIE,AMY SUZANNE 
HANSEN,JAY WARREN 
HOPKINS,WILLIAM TAYLOR 
SHERMAN,LOIS MCGOWAN 
VALOVCIN,KENNETH JOHN 
.... 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
MASTER OF MANAGEMENT 
MAJOR MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
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CORBIN,ELLEN LOUISE 
KERN,TAMARA LYNN 
01/28/88 
ANAYA,FRANCINE LOUISE 
QUINTERO,JOSEPHINE ELVI 
... 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1987 
DENTAL PROGRAMS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE 
MAJOR 
I. 
DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
MINOR 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
HUMAN SERVICES 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN HUMAN SERVICES 
MAJOR 
HUMAN SERVICES CAA) 
HUMAN SERVICES CAA) 
MINOR 
f • 
• 
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ABEYTA,LAMORAH LOUISE Q 
CLARK,DEBORAH DAVIDSON 
FELDMAN,LISA 
ROGERS,SCOTT MICHAEL 
ZIMMERMAN,GAIL PATRICIA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1987 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN PRE-ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
\ 
PRE-ENGINEERING CAA) 
PRE-ENGINEERING CAA) 
PRE-ENGINEERING CAA) . 
PRE-ENGINEERING CAA) 
PRE-ENGINEERING CAA) 
MINOR 
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BROWNFIELD,TRACY RACHELLE Q 
GABALDON,VICTORIA CYNTHIA 
MCKIBBIN,JULIA PEARL GALLEGOS 
NEWELL,JOAN ELIZABETH 
· ROBLES,MICHELLE DIANE 
SALAZAR,DEBRA ANN LOPEZ 
TRUJILLO-PECK,MILDRED ROSE 
WILSON,LINDA L. 
"" 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
BUSINESS SECRETARIAL PROGRAM 
ASSOC OF ARTS IN BUSINESS SECRETARIAL PROGRAM 
MAJOR 
SECRETARIAL STUDI ES C 
SECRETARIAL STUDI ES C 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES C 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES C 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES C 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES C 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES C 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES C 
MINOR 
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HATICO,TRACI LEE 
LUCERO,RAYMOND CLARENCE 
TURNER,NANCY IDA 
OV'ZIJ/83 
,, ALEMAN,RAUL 
1, 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
1987 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
MAJOR 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOG 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOG 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOG 
MINOR 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
LASER ELECTRO-OPTIC TECH 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCI IN LASER ELECTRO-OPTIC TECH 
MAJOR MINOR 
LASER ELECTRO-OPTIC T 
-· 
. :, 
:, 
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ENCEE,DARLENE S 
FOLSOM,NANCY 
HARE,ROBERT LEE 
HINDS,GREGORY CARL LAFAYETT 
PATEL,TUSHARKUMAR NANUBHA 
RAEL,PATRICK MANUEL 
WILSON,SHELLEY LYNN 
YAZZA,DARRELL LOUIS 
YU, TENG-NA Q 
..... 
01/28/88 
BARRETT,JEFF ALEJANDRO 
GIVAUDON,JAMES ANDREW 
GRIEGO,GILBERT HERMAN 
JARAMILLO,PATRICIA KATHYRN 
SOWELL,TERRI LYNN 
SHEEZY,RODERICK SAMUEL 
..... 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
1987 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
MAJOR MINOR 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
MAIN CAMPUS 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
\ 
MAJOR 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY C 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY C 
BUSINESS-TECHHOLOGY C 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY C 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY C 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY C 
MINOR 
//J, I 
... 
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GEISIK,PAULA CHRISTINE BOICOURT 
MAYS,KATHLEEN AUNE 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
LOS ALAMOS 
ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
1987 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
MAJOR MINOR 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOG 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOG 
OV'ZlJ/88 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
LYNN,JANET 
ROBERTS,JOHN EARL JR. 
SNOW,ALLISON ANN 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
LOS ALAMOS 
1987 
COMPUTING SCIENCE 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTING SCIENCE 
MAJOR MI NOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE CAAS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE (AAS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE CAAS 
COBSO 
PAGE 
PAGE 
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COBURN,CHRISTEN MICHELE 
KIDMAN,MARY ANN 
Jl/28/88 
fILBURN,ROBERT ALLEN 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
LOS ALAMOS 
BUSINESS ADMIN/MGMNT 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MGMNT 
MAJOR 
BUS ADMIN/MGMNT CAA) 
BUS ADMIN/MGMNT CAA) 
MINOR 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
LOS ALAMOS 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
MAJOR MINOR 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE CAA-
I 
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CLINTON,CORNELIA J. 
Ol/28/88 
ARVISO,LORETTA DAVIS 
.. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
LOS ALAMOS 
LIBERAL ARTS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN LIBERAL ARTS 
MAJOR 
1987 
\ LIBERAL ART CAA) 
MINOR 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
GALLUP BRANCH 
EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
I 
\ 
MINOR 
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SANDOVAL,NANCY ANN 
WATCHMAN,JOANNE MARIE 
01/28/88 
CAYATINETO,PAULA 
HOFFMAN,ANGELINE PEARL 
HERITO,GRACE 
WILLIAMS,EVANGELINE D. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
GALLUP BRANCH 
NURSING 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
MAJOR 
NURSING CAAS) 
NURSING CAAS) 
1987 
MINOR 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
GALLUP BRANCH 
HEALTH PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN HEALTH PHYSICAL EDUC & RECREAT 
\ 
MAJOR 
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO 
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO 
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO 
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO 
MINOR 
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ANDERSON,PERCY BRYAN 
HOUSE,DARRELL TRAVIS 
HOUSE,ETHEL ODALE 
LEEKYA,CHERIE L. 
SHETIMA,LINCHEN JR. 
TSABETSAYE,CELIA 
01/28/88 
Al THO FF, ANGELA H 
PETRANOVICH,RONALD ALLEN 
.... 
• 
' .. ; 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1987 
GALLUP BRANCH 
LIBERAL ARTS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN LIBERAL ARTS 
MAJOR MINOR 
LIBERAL ART CAA) 
LIBERAL ART CAA) 
LIBERAL ART CAA) 
LIBERAL ART CAA) 
LIBERAL ART CAA) 
LIBERAL ART CAA) 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
GALL UP BRANCH 
GENERAL STUDIES 
1987 
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TO: Members of the Faculty Senate 
FROM: Anne J. Brown , Secretary 
SUBJECT: March Meeting 
Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, March~ 1988 at 3:30 p.m. in the Riva. 
'l'he agenda will include the following items: 
(pp. 1-6) 
(pp. 7-13) 
(pp. 14-31) 
(pp . 32-39) 
(p. 40) 
(pp . 41-42) 
1. Summarized Minutes of February 9, 1988 
2. Senate President's Report -- Professor Jack Omdahl 
3. Announcements from the Floor 
4. Policy Statement re University Archives -- University 
Archivist Joanne Colley 
r). 
5. Remarks by President Gerald W. May 
6. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d • 
e • 
f. 
Items from the Curricula Committee Professor Davi ul 
New Minor in Italian Studies 
Change A.A.S. in Medical Laboratory Technology to 
A.S. in Medical Laboratory Technology/Gal up 
Creation of A.A.S. in General Studies/Los Alamos 
Creation of A.A . Sin Computer Application Technoloqy 
/Valencia 
Creation of; A.A . S in Construction Technology/Valencia 
Creation of A.A .Sin Real Estate/Valencia 
7. Administrative Review Procedures -- Professor Mary Harris 
8. Membership on Faculty Senate Committees 
Professor Garrett Flickinger 
9. Report from the undergraduate committee and English 
Writing Proficiency Requirements --
10 . 
Professor David Kauffman / /7 . fl /.,/~f:c_ CclU"1~1 , 
Report from the fieHg RaHge PlaRR1~9 Comrn1tte~~-
Professor-l<eRnet!h J1:1Agling- ge.. ,l-la. k W ()r> ,-j I I\. 
